Geneva & Lyon
nuclear science & united nations
Our specially designed programme

educational highlights

for Geneva and Lyon gives students

•

Tailored tour round CERN.

•

Visit the United Nations.

an incredible opportunity to see the
forefront of scientific nuclear research
in Europe and explore the political

cultural highlights
•

Geneva river cruise.

•

City tour of Lyon including a visit to the Lumière
Museum, where students will take part in a workshop on

history of the United Nations.

film making and an interactive Planetarium exhibition.

what will students do?

what is included in the package?

Students will take part in a tailored tour round the most

•

Airport transfer

exciting centre for scientific research in Europe today –

•

Accommodation (various standards available)

•

All internal transport

•

All entrance fees for listed attractions and activities

•

Food

CERN (The European Centre for Nuclear Research).
Students will also have the opportunity to learn about the
work and history of the United Nations through exhibitions
and tours while experiencing some of Europe’s finest 20th
century architecture in the Palais des Nations, home to the
United Nations office at Geneva.

what will students learn?
Students will have a fantastic opportunity to see how their own
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studies relate to the most recent scientific discoveries. Visiting
CERN is a unique experience enabling students to witness
first hand Europe’s leading nuclear research laboratories. As
well as this, they will see the political history of a very different
culture and explore the peaceful work the UN does today.

Tours, itineraries and advertised attractions may vary depending on availability,
time of booking and age group of students. Before any legally binding contract
is entered into, an exact programme of tours, prices and what’s included will be
agreed with the client.

